
2 hours ago (edited)

So I was in the middle of a stream of Dragon Ball XenoVerse & was about to respond to a user that was viewing the stream I 

had just added on PSN, where I started getting errors that wouldn't allow me to make a reply to the user in the live chat. After 

attempting to send the response twice, I got the following replacing the popout chat protocol:

http://www.wondergamer.net/YouTube/2016-07-11%20violation.jpg

So the question is why? The statement says to appeal the decision from the Video Manager, but ironically enough, there is 

nothing there yet (perhaps it needs to finish processing). What it does state is "Upload failed: Video too long" however, which 

appears to be a matter of the account no longer being in good standing because of the strike, but no reason for the strike, so 

there's no way to appeal it.

These are the following possibilities I can think of:

- The description stated that I was broadcasting on YouTube rather than Twitch due to a pending appeal on Twitch & whether 

the streams would continue on YouTube would be dependant on whether I continued having that problem on Twitch & 

whether I started having the same problem on YouTube; looks like I got the answer to the second part of that possibility 

already, so streams on this channel won't be happening on YouTube ever again & I will continue streaming on Twitch 

regardless of the "audio vandalism".

- Possibly the review of the game on my personal site was the cause, which would probably have gotten flagged by the 

developer/publisher of the game.  As for it being false information, maybe YouTube should try the game before they decide 

it's false.  One of the discussions in the live chat was regarding Dragon Ball XenoVerse 2 being released, which I stated I 

wasn't willing to rush & purchase the game when the publishers chose to ignore the pleas of those looking for a resolution to 

the griefer problem; if that person talking to me about it was one of the publishers or noticed the comments, I wouldn't be the 

least bit surprised if they complained of false information.

- The last possibility is that I believe most of the followers I have on YouTube are people that have been outlined as griefers 

in either Destiny or Dragon Ball XenoVerse (there are others, but these are the main lists I have of people griefing those 

games).  The most likely possibility is one of those griefers saw I was streaming a public stream & jumped on the chance to 

file a false report against it.

I did find an appeal option on my Features page, however I'm still uncertain as to the reason why it got flagged in the first 

place, so I'm going to have to attempt to appeal it & maybe find out why it happened in the first place.  Steps beyond that I 

will keep to myself for the time being, but I have a number of steps I can take if things don't get resolved.

  

1 hour ago (edited)

The link in the email leads to this page: https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2801973

Going through each point one by one:

- VIDEO AND COMMENT SPAM: If there is any relevance to this with the violation I got hit with, I would assume they 

didn't like the fact that I was mentioning Twitch in the description.  What's sad about this is the fact that I was 

streaming to YouTube to see if it was an acceptable alternative to Twitch, which after this incident, I can EASILY say it 

is not & I don't intend on streaming gaming content to YouTube ever again; I might have still done other things, but 

obviously not for another six months & I think I would be better finding another service to stream non-gaming content 

from seeing as YouTube seems to be too uptight to even consider using their site for streaming.  Long story short, 

that comment about coming to YouTube over Twitch was meant to be the possibility of being a better site than 

Twitch.  What is even sadder than that is their actions are going to be what chases off users from the site, although if 

they have in their mind that you need a violation for "whatever" reason, then they probably don't really care if you're 

chased off the site.

- ARTIFICIAL TRAFFIC SPAM: The only thing I can think of here that might have any relevance would have been the 

links on my review of Dragon Ball XenoVerse that pointed to videos of PSN spammers in that game, not to mention 

the Bandai/Namco community forums.  As far as I'm concerned, if they're using this point to hit the account with a 
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chased off the site.

- ARTIFICIAL TRAFFIC SPAM: The only thing I can think of here that might have any relevance would have been the 

links on my review of Dragon Ball XenoVerse that pointed to videos of PSN spammers in that game, not to mention 

the Bandai/Namco community forums.  As far as I'm concerned, if they're using this point to hit the account with a 

violation, then they're twisting the facts & for what purpose, I can only guess...  If there was any relevance to this 

reason, it doesn't make any sense that a normal gameplay stream would be targeted over the videos that are linked 

from those sites.  Although what is interesting about this point is I reported a video in the past that was not only 

gaining views on that video through false advertising on other sites, but the person doing it was also gaining income 

doing it through a redirect service that used ads on redirect links; did anything ever happen to that video?  Nope, so if 

that rule is in anyway relevant to what happened today, it's a conditional rule that might have came from the fact that I 

have a statement on my Twitch channel pointing to my YouTube channel to get my viewers to come over to YouTube 

to watch my streams, which maybe would mean that Twitch filed the complaint?  Ha!  If Twitch was the one to file the 

complaint on my stream on YouTube, they just effectively manipulated YouTube into forcing me to going back to 

streaming on their site, although I think I'm going to try & find another streaming service altogether (or if possible, 

stream to my own site) because this entire censoring situation is getting ridiculous...

-  MISLEADING METADATA:  This likely has to do with the description & tags, seeing as the title was spot on

- - If it had anything to do with the description, it would have likely been the external links, however most just went to 

additional information about the game, including a link to PSN for the version of the game I owned.

- - If it has anything to do with the tags, likely the abbreviations were cause for it since YouTube just didn't understand 

them.  Tags used in the stream:

- - - Dragon Ball XenoVerse

- - - Dragon Ball (short tag to signify series)

- - - XenoVerse (extension of the series)

- - - DBX (abbreviation of the full title of the game)

- - - DB (abbreviation of the series name)

- - - PlayStation 3 (console system it was being played on)

- - - PlayStation (series of the console system it was being played on)

- - - PS3 (abbreviation of the console system it was being played on)

- - - PS (abbreviation of the series of the console system it was being played on)

- - - PSN (the network the game was being played over)

- MISLEADING OR RACY THUMBNAILS:  If using a Dragon Ball XenoVerse wallpaper for the thumbnail counts as 

misleading, then I guess I'm guilty seeing as it's not an in-game screenshot, but how do you upload an accurate 

thumbnail for a running stream when the thumbnail needs to be taken from the game on the stream that is currently 

running; the logic here appears to be flawed when it comes to live streams.  If I had the option to remove the 

thumbnail & let YouTube auto-generate it, I would have.

- SCAMS: I really don't see any relevance to this reason, so I'm going to move on from this one...

- BLACKMAIL OR EXTORTION:  I can only assume the videos related to the griefing that have been uploaded in an 

attempt to get those griefers to knock it off (not to mention report the matter to the developers/publishers) could be a 

reason for a violation, however that still doesn't explain why the stream got hit rather than the videos giving proof of 

the griefing.  In other words, I don't think this is a valid reason for the violation on the video (stream) that got hit.

  

1 hour ago (edited)

There is one other possibility & it might be the review I did on community media sites like this one that has them in an 

uproar & this quick violation on the first stream that had a link to my website doesn't help that review any (if anything, 

it only adds to it). We'll see what happens after the appeal goes through before I take any further steps against it... 

What I can say is hitting users with violations for activity on other sites I believe is illegal & this gives me grounds for a 

lawsuit if I chose to take that path; YouTube can only legally push violations for activity on their own site, so first we 

need to determine why it happened in the first place & if I don't get an answer in the appeal decision, I think I'll have 

enough proof that I can take the matter further towards a consumer complaint against them.
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